Vemma Home Event

Welcome To My Home…
•
•

•

•

Tonight I’d like to introduce you to a company that I’ve partnered with to expand their brand of products in this
area of our city / state called Vemma. They have 3 main product lines: Vemma, Verve, and Bode.
Vemma is where it all began 8 years ago. Based in Phoenix, AZ and founded by BK Borekyo and his two sisters the
goal of this company is a strong immune system through liquid nutrition. This formula has been clinically studied
by two independent labs with the results posted on Vemma’s website. The first validated the ingredients: 12
Vitamins, 65 Minerals, Mangosteen, Aloe, and Green Tea. The second study validated what Vemma does to your
blood levels. It can help with Anti-aging, Anti-Cancer, and is the world’s most power Anti-Oxidant. Vemma was
voted world best super juice by Men’s journal – an outside study done by a company other than Vemma. What
this means is that these products are not on trial… they are proven and have documented studies to back up
everything they do… feel free to check out www.VMAStories.com for testimonials.
From here Vemma needed another delivery system targeted at active people like the young and young at heart –
Verve was born about 4 years ago and comes in 3 main flavors for now… 2 more are in the works. This is the
world’s first healthy alternative to energy drinks and is very popular among college kids; not only because it tastes
great but with Verve they can make a very nice residual income and graduate debt free… we can talk more about
this later. Verve contains 2oz of Vemma so you’re getting your vitamins by accident. Verve is the official energy
drink of the phoenix Suns and the Phoenix Coyotes Hockey Team. Vemma is also the official supplement of the
Charlotte Bobcats. Verve’s been on the Dr. Oz show twice, mentioned as his favorite Fatigue Fighter along with a
handful of almonds.
Finally, Vemma partnered with Chris and Heidi Powell from ABC’s extreme weight loss edition to bring us a healthy
weight solution called Vemma Bode. Feel free to check out VemmaBode.com for a free app that you can use to
learn about Carb Cycling. In a nut shell it works and complements what personal trainers do… they help you with
a work out plan in the gym, where this finishes the equation by helping you eat the right foods, in the right order
and at the right time. VEMMABODE.COM

